
The latest thing I’ve noticed on 
the business channels …

… is a race of having retired sports and 
entertainment stars on the business 
news channels. People like A-Rod and 
the latest A-lister talking about their 
investments, but let’s be honest, these 
people literally earnt billions during their 
careers, so do they really care if they 
lost a bit here and there when the odd 
investments went wrong? Should we 
really be taking investment advice from 
these people? Mind you, I can’t wait to 
hear about Richie McCaw’s investment 
portfolio!   

New Zealand … the market leader!
Well, we are when it comes to plummeting 
service PMIs … while the NZ index 
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recently fell to an all-time low (apart 
from Covid), overnight we saw a similar 
move in the US after the ISM Services 
PMI index fell to 48.8 in June, which was 
a huge miss against the 52.5 forecast and 
the prior months 53.8! Looking further 
afield, the Chinese Caixin services PMI 
index fell to 51.2 from 54.0, the Japanese 
services PMI fell from 53.8 to 49.4, and, 
finally, Australian service PMIs fell from 
52.5 to 51.2. 

Looking at the other data releases, US 
business activity index registered its first 
contraction since May 2020 after it fell 
to 49.6, the US trade deficit widened to 
USD75.1bn, which was the largest since 
October 2022, while private businesses 
added just 150k jobs in June, the lowest 
level in 5-months and below forecasts at 
160k. Finally, the Atlanta Fed GDPNow 
growth estimate for 2Q falls to 1.5% 
from 1.7%.

Looking beyond the US, Australia retail 
sales jumped 0.6% against forecasts at 
0.2% as “shoppers took advantage of early 
end-of-financial year promotions and sales 
events,” while, in NZ, the local commodity 
price index firmed 1.5% in June, although 
I suspect that will be as good as it gets 
after this week’s GDT auction. In a 
further blow, local retail spending fell 

-2.3% compared to the same month last 
year, despite population growth.

The minutes from the Fed’s June meeting 
highlighted, “The majority of participants 
assessed economic growth appeared to be 
gradually cooling. A number of participants 
said policy should stand ready to respond 

to unexpected economic weakness. 
Participants saw ‘modest further progress’ 
toward committee’s 2% inflation objective 
in recent months. Several participants said 
if inflation were to persist at elevated level 
or rise further, funds rate might need to be 
raised.”

ECBs Stournaras, “Two more rate cuts 
in 2024 seems reasonable. Rates will still 
be restrictive, after two more cuts. Service 
inflation shouldn’t be over-interpreted.”  

While US House Democrats are 
considering sending a letter to-soon-
to-be ex-President Biden demanding he 
withdraw from Presidential race, young 
Joe confirmed on a conference call he 
won’t be dropping out … still … its early 
days!     

So … what does it all mean?
To be honest, not a lot! US treasury yields 
fell on the weaker data as US data, with 
the 2 and 10-years -2bps and -6bps 
lower at 4.73% and 4.36%, while the 
USD-index also feel, which saw the NZD/
USD firm to 0.6100 and AUD/USD crack 
the 0.6700 level. Equity markets had 
positive sessions across the board, as did 
commodity prices with oil gaining 1.0%.

Last of all, RIP screen writer Robert 
Towne who passed away overnight. 
While I’m sure no-one has heard of him, 
he wrote the classic movie Chinatown, 
and also ghost wrote on Bonnie & Clyde 
as well as The Godfather. That’s not a bad 
legacy! 
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